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About This Game

My lord, your father was poisoned at a recent meal. Now you the new Lord. People expect you to make smart decisions in the
current difficult situation. Our castle is about to fall. Do something!

In World of Feudal you have to take the role of lord and manage your castle.
- Beautiful graphics

- Detailed settlement management
- Enemy attacks
- Random events
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- Story line[/ i]
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Impressive.

I experienced this on Samsung Odyssey and I admit at first my impression was "meh", however thankfully this soon changed as
my jaw hit the floor.

This is a trippy fantastic feast for the eyes and soul.

Looks superb on Odyssey despite controllers do nothing (WMR not supported however) but well worth the monies.

Kudos to the developers and artistic team

Bravo. Overall good game, but toxic players.. This DLC consists mostly of videos about the people featured in indie game the
movie, and a lot of them are not really about video game development, but rather about what is going in the individuals featured
in indie game the movie`s lives (which might offset some people). It does contain some interesting mini-documentaries though.
A lot of whom are about people not even featured in the original indie game the movie film (these documentaries are also about
game development). I would recommend this DLC to all people who watched indie game the movie and its extras but still wish
that there would be more content. If you do not feel that way, I would advise you to give this DLC a pass. If you do feel that way
however, then I would definetely suggest you pick this DLC up.. Fun for 30 seconds
. A nice visually stunning game having both RTS and TD elements. However, TD is kind of an optional element in this game.
So, technically this game is an RTS. This game has really beautiful and decent(minimalist kind of.....) graphics. Totally worth it!
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I have mixed feelings about the game and here's why:

PRO's:
Graphics are phenominal IF you have at minimum a 1080 vid card with 16 gig memory i7 or better.
Lots n Lots of servers.
The game is fun to play
The game map is fairly large with smooth transitions between map blocks.
You make everything you need to succeed in the game.
You can make kids by "making love" to an NPC or even another player of the opposite sex.

CON's:
I have a 2080 vid card with 64 gig ram I9 processor and there are still points in the game that crash or loads back to loading
screen.
There's maximum 40 players per server, but most servers right now only have 10-20 players.
There's max 10-20 players because currently it is WAY to EASY to kill another player and thier base.
If you are traversing any rocks or mountains, you die a LOT if you jump from one rock to another and more often than not, the
stuff you were carrying falls inside the rocks and you cannot get it back.
The days and nights are WAY to short
If you leave your computer being AFK for a long period of time say 2 or 3 hours, you die of thirst and starvation.....if you don't
come back to your dead corpse before 5 minutes is up....you lose any items you were carrying. (I've fallen asleep and woke up to
a "your dead" screen and can't get back what i lost for items including money.
If you make a baby, and don't hold it or feed it, the "government" takes it away and babies are REALLY hard to keep pleased.
Dynamite can be used to blow open walls, doors, ramparts and does 10k damage, however walls even concrete walls only have a
max of 6k "hp" concrete rampart gates have 24k which is ok but still only 3 tnt is needed. I tried using a cannon but cannons
only did 850 dmg so there's a HUGE inbalance of "hp" vs dmg.
When you exit the game, the game puts you into a sleeping bag and your avatar STAYS in game....so anyone raiding you can kill
you take EVERYTHING in your base\/castle as well as everything that you were carrying while AFK\/not in game.

There are just so many things wrong with this game I can't even list them all. That being said, it DOES have ENORMOUS
potential IF the devs keep updating and fixing the game. Which somehow i doubt they will even tho this is still ALPHA phase.

So in conculsion, the game is worth 10 bucks but not a penny more right now. I'd even say 5 bucks but like i mentioned the
graphics are pretty impressive.. This game has been abandoned, had great potential but the guys who couldn't be bothered to
finish it have really left us hanging here.. Finally I found a software wich makes old pc games playable without ugly blurry
interpolation!!!
The antialiasing feature is a median filter. Very cool if you don't like the pixel style of a game or if your video card have not
enough power to play in full resolution, so you could play with half width and half height and the median filter makes all smooth
to avoid pixelation.
I bought it for games like Knytt Stories, Roller Coaster Tycoon 2, and Faster Than Light.. I hate this equally as much as i hate
the spitfire module, they are now tide for me as the worst modules for dcs, i rate the incomplete Hawk that was removed from
sale higher, and, would rather fly it. I rate this as my worst financial mistake in my steam account in 13 years.

The instability effect\/torque simulation when taking off is ridiculous, words cant explain how hard it is to take off\/land.
Did not think it was possible to have more high sides than valentino rossi but the bf109\/spitfire manages to pull it off.
Seriously i've been in more burning wreckages than Richard Hammond, just steer clear. Sticking bees up my *** is more
enjoyable.

The takeoff\/autoassist help in the settings makes things worse don't even go there.

Did i mention how much i regret getting these two modules...

. I bought this game originally to do a let's play but after 20 minutes, I turned it into a review. There maybe issues with the game,
but in no way do I not respect the work that went into this. If anyone wants a review with some tips to better the game. here you
go:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5cxI3UnOUU
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